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We:are fiere.. at a moit importa
.4.

great optithist for the future..
C.1

LL.1 in education nationally.. And, of.t.O

tion locally. -ButthetOnic'pot4c

bly no single spe ch that's been d

locaand. state level in American

whether it's the state legislature'

tions/Or something else: They ,wex

VO.

This is not a period of time` in wh

one is 'interested 1i education because 'We've'got

new customers, or we'vg got to build more buildings as we.

,

and 1960's. Quite,the'opposateis,true. We are in'the mid Pgrl,(54..7of

decline. For a number of years many of us sat around tabl1 trying to'',figre.
., .

out.just how we would pull:together an effective political coalltionrat.a time
/

,

when there would be fewer and fewer parents, or at leastpaientavitirthildren

in school "would be a much smaller percentage of the voting public than they

have been in years past. This second type of occasion, when there is usually

great interest in education, isa Sputniktype event. A single thing happens
it- r.. :

which. leads the American people to believe.that someone else got there first,

.71\ or did

(4,12-

is

it first, or Aid it better and we should have done it better. There

a great blow to our ego and to our expectations and.We muster a good dAl

f effort it does not happen TOt tips Aown rather Quirk_

.didihriELOP
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c
This again is not a time when we have a Sputnik, so we don't have a large

number of customers flooding the schools making it a politically sexy topic.

-

NaK do, we have a single ev nt. What:we,have for the first time in our history

is a rather- mature- analysis on the part of people in power, many-15f them in

husiness,.1tany in government, as to what 'the long term human resource needs

of'tfaScountry call be. I-believe that:ihe business and political communities

have arrived at the conclusions that we need to do more, to invest more and to

reform education largely as a result of two recent, but earlier experiences.

.

Wewi11i1 remember that four or five years ago,-the nation discovered

that we,had not rebuilt our auto plants or our steel industry or. our ?rubber

industry. We still see headlines asking the question as to whether these.con-

ditions will continue to exist in the future. And so we had national media

focused on the whole concept oftre-industrializatiOn the fact that if you

.

don't constantly rebuild your plants somebody else is goingto come along and

do'betier, and we won't have the

;

A year or two later we discovered something else; that bridges were start-

,

\

ing to fall, that we had to closexoads,and.that water and sewage works and

, .

harbors were inadequate'. Then we had front page stories and entire issues of

.national news magazines devoted to the decaying Infrastructure that .became a

matter of national priority..

Now we are facing the realization that there is a third area of national

neglect. Even if you rebuild. your industries, even'iftyou revitalize your in-

frastructure," if you don't invest in human potential and do for people what you

now .realize you must cio for factories and bridges and tunnels and harbors, the,

going. to prosper at' the first time we have

3
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the very interesting phenomenon of, for example, an education reform me4Ute-

. .

in CaliforniaSoMethingthat-cate
throUghnt $2.7 billion oVer.2'a twOlear',

.

. .

.-,
.

period. Sometfi4ng-being. led, nptbT,the teaCherS union, not AFL-CIO:4not:

, ,,.; .

Y ,, ,.:

by the parents association or school/boards associationfbut:by the California

Business Roundtabie.---with, by the way, a; ' "good deal

business

M the,

community and those who did not want higher taxe

So it is a moment of great opportunity On fnotis

-series of national reports that have come out. I'd like to say..that,the

ican Federation of Teachers endorses almost allo.of,What's been said. 40

reports: They have properly focused on the notion'that..tae have failed to

vest, and they have also properly focused on theidea thatit is not enough;

.

.

to say that-we have to spend more money. There are things that have to be

done with that money, and even things'that can be done without money-in terms'

of standards, in terms of curriculul,,, and in terms

.

,

.

that we make on everyone in the system.
,

of"the'neceseary:demand

I like all the reports. I like.one that's about to came:out from the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of eaching alled "High SchoOl." But

I think that perhaps the greatest impact comes from one put out by the federal

government's- commission itself because, of its title, "A Nation at Risk." 'It's

short. Everybody can read it. It's pretty inflammatory, and it exaggerates.

I don't mind the exaggerating. I think that when you want people to escape,

from a theatre when there'is a fire, just yelling fire is enough. You don t'

1?ave to give .a long description of the whole process. I think that the people

who wrote "A Nation at Risk" definitely made the decision to state,an objective

description of the direction they felt the nation should move.. I think they

did a pretty good job..

U
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-*ter this I reface,. ,the first.tbinUthOO'd: l:ilte to call ybil7tr=Oten-

tion, to is a study, that was done by the Public Employees DepartmentsiMa.:of '

the AM-CO : have 'distributed to you-parts' ot-,it 'Wtich !show: the.'

-the 'proposed cuts in

actual Impadt because Congregs. did ndt.;g(ii along with all' the propoals-oV,the

. - -
eticat iOn by Rea. gekini trat

4 ,;;!,, ,71

Administration. 'The analysis also includes OR inflation Tactgr because -it's

very, easy for any President or' Secretary of Education to stand, up and say that

the dollars have not been reduced,:or-evan' that 'thddollars.arealightly; in-

creased. If you don't, take real costs into account or consider- the number of

-4kreciprents1who have ,to'be served-give,n .prOgram, you're not talking about
, ,

. .

whether .you have .made a cut, whether you've stood still, or whether You've

moved' ahead.

,A
'I want to draw a -conqnsion not only from he figures of the PE6 report ,.'

. . ,

but also froM,the n tional- report "A .:Nation at rdsko" I would like us to

think :t19,t so much 'of the argunientjpenumbersOir dollars cut, but Just to .

raise theqUeStion'ij if a commission appointed by the Secretary of Education,
.

andundputedly approved by the White House, has reached the codclusiOn

Our nation is° at risk -not education is in crisis, not teacher
4.

paid enough, not that the state or local, schocil system is at risk,. bbut:;.;

- ;

our nation id At. risk; , is it possiblq, or the President of the United States
,e. . ,f

14

\ to fulfill h .-:?Opsti'pUtional respons:16ilities if the nation is at risk by

., ,.

do noi64 e, than making apeeches.Urgini other people ALIA something
,

abou iii t . .d lc not. So, I predict not because

,

.,

Nation at Risk.,'"- (certainly his' first reaponse indi

A

ad not),,

rath ecause the polls show that education is the number one issue along

(-

5
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wieh tnemplOyment that in the inoniDS4o c
.

Patt of .the Administration..

I- -would :,Suggest that no ; .nitiat ive4n the pate of this Administration.
.

shou.0: be aCceptableHto the American p bole unlessthe Administration not OttlY,

.
continues 1)14 expands .thOSeirogrpms which now exist an have proven to be

successful,/ We've had manyfgovernme t programs that are Unsuccessful. We

ha/et many ehax are of doubttivaliity" and the olitiCal. pattieS and candi-

dates can argue., about those. But if you take a/ look .111:tt he test score` ofs
, .

.

. , :

P
,

students Oyer. the last deCade .and a! h there-...r' one group. of: students --,,,

and onlY.,Ond. group of students ' ins /this cOUntrY that is doing b ttee .today

than 'they:did ten -or : fifteen yeSts ago;
r/. are Students who were targeted

...,. 4
by Title' L,:noW Chapter I, and thOse stuclepta t./howerOarg F1'hy H048Start.

., .

Those are OrOgramS strongly 'linked to the eiv1,1. right's commitment thii
,

.,.
,,. .

,

:4

country, ..in-OgtaMS:WhiCh haYe worked and !eught
.to 4 continued..

Now, .1 'A. Ifice t-(3,rilo from the ciueS tiOni Of. the' Ad inistration''s a c tions
.

. Y / ,

and reSton4bilitieS ,to a seciond, point that .:halS' to do with some of the7tefOinis

pORd op,:Ame.tiCan Federation TeacherS believes,

,

percent of the clipnges being :proposed in all theSe reporteshouldn' t bepropOsed
rt

at all:- Sonie,ireccimMendations are such common sense that anyone who knows/

.

,

.

:anything about, education never should. have strayed from these thi nr ' in : the -Th

o .

1114 A

first:. lace Theidea that a. child shOuld not automatically move on am one
-1 ;.

.
,

to anoth'er J. f the child does nothing,. makes no effott and learns nothing.

should not,he called a' reforM idea.

;)

exactly the same . rewards for failure, as for success,
Other examples :, d. that

Children .shOuldn' t learn that you get,'

you hire 0, teacher, merelY4on the basis of a college credential when you know-



._,

mean all sorts of different things, and you dorPt bother

oui,if the teacher knows, matheiatics or if the

The 'idea that you can't learneYerYNing..there

is to "Learn schotir;_and that you ought to,learn. to work tor.. y9,urself a 1.4,:ttle,
g.

L. Iv , '

by doing. some homework ll'Odieds of these things_r;= to think that

'are now: tonsideked refOrfis . :shows hoW fat we have moved: as a society

.1.n.the;directiOn of edpeatIo Corarnon sense would make it
.

hard ;for anyone in the street to belieYe that -these are ureforms"'ve would, -

have,tO struggle to ,get. {rYetbeeause,we have. Moved far away frOMP'Where we

should and that wp will be .moving back in ,that direction, does not mean
If 4.

r.
that everything that s been proposed- makes; apt of sense.

would -,just like to touch on several.reform ideas that are before us .,
_

One of them deals with :series of proposals on merit pay and differential

pay for teachers. There ts a large body of knowledge in the business world

on thege qtieStions. And that large body. of knowledge leads' us to

definite concluS p.that in some cases merit pay worke; 'n. some cases

aster; 'in Other, cases- it has noieffect at all. iyone who's been /out

.
, 7. f...

there, who sseen reward schemes of diff-eTenp types, outs that th

the very definite conclusions we come, to Now,, why'a President of the United

States or anyone . else should ,run across-the country proposing as the answer

to all of education's problems s0mething which may work in some cases,..is

disastrous and 'meaningless in 'others I don't know -- except that,maybe he

wanted to pick a .fight. If he did, he pidked it. But not with us. We're

willing to talk about it-and consider it., We don't' want to make that the
A

national issue.:

it
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It doesn't deserVe to be the natiorial:jasue. I do think. that merit pay

as an issue ought to be considtred by teachers andibther educators.'. Not so

much,as.whether it'sa good or bad idea itself,.that's one issue we ought

.

'.

..

to talk about. But thve's another lUestion, toO,--giippose the' oVerhor o

TennesS.ee or' some other state comes along and says, "My people in this state.-

are not very excited about paying higher takes -- even for a'Very noble-cause

like education, But I've hiked some yery excellent pollsters who found.that
.

the people of this state are willing to pay much more to improve education..

So much more that we co/ ld provide kindergartens for everybody. We could pro -.

vide special schools for disturbed children and do special things:with,train-

..

ing, but attached to this idea is thenotion ofrewaeding some teachersmore

than others. With this suggestion I fi,Adali:t at all of A sudde people out

,

there get so excited that they're to spend a lot more money."

Well, I think that teachers and educators ought to be willing, in exchange

fQr substantially increased fimancidi commitments to educatiori, bat least'

meet the public half way. But it'happ6s that in a dembcratic Society the%

opinion of the people.makes A 'difference. Sometimes the people may be wrspn

on some specifics. But it would be a terrible shame for a dozen or more

states in our country -- where education is in an impoverished state and the

people are willing to come through with large amounts of money --'for anyone/

to say that they reftise to accept an offer because the money isn't allocated

in precisely the pure way they wanted it.

It's like Saying; "I'd rather see the schools, of this state suffer and
4

.

go down, fail to attract decent people or fail to provide proper edhcational.

.services for children, because I don't happen to like this particular proposal,"

V
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That's irresponsible.

Another proposal' for change has received new life because of the recent

Supreme Court decision in Minnesota. It is the proposal for some.form of .

tuition tax credits or deductions. The decision of ate SupremeCourt was
.

most unfortunate for a number of reasOns7.' At the Very time when states

across the country are moving to.improve education, and educators are ready

to meet the reformers and engage in some flexible conversation,- we're unfortu-
.

hately about to re-open, an issue which had been laid to rest. Instead of

asking what, the public 'schools should ,be doing,. how should we hire our teachers,

how should've fire them, what shjuld be in the curriculum or'how dO we treat

our .students can see one or two dozen states across the country where

the major issue will be what,.if any, and.how much money should go to piivate

and parochial schools. -The Supreme. Court found a way, five td four, of say-

ing that this wasot really ard, to non-pUblic institutions. That 'this was
. .

really aid to students_because deductions could be made for public school
vo.

expenses like band lessons and gym suits.

If you analyze the proposal you can see how ludicrous an interpretation'

this is.
.09

Another question which is raised. by national reports is the most serious
4

element in the current education crisis. We can take care of curriculum.by

passing a law saying,use the following book. Take three years of mathematics.

Take three years of science. Put the following into,an English course.

Don't promote a s/tudent "unless." -Make sure students take examinations.

can do all that by legislation. The one thing we cannot do by legislation

is find a sufficient number of talented teachers.andta be able to make%what-

,
lk

ever other decisions that we make in the wayof standards effective.
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In-the past wellad quite-a supply of talented teacherS. We, gat them

during the. Depression because teaching was a secure job. We gat them for a

little while after-the Depression because people were] afraid of other profes-

sions.- We got them between World-War IT and the Vietnam conflict because

teaching.in some schools was .a draft exemption,,and, fighting in Harlem was

consid ered superior to fighting in Korea or Vietnam by some people.' And

thell, of course, we got a large ember of'very talented women who did not

/
have other opportunities.- It was either teaching or nursing, or otherwise

.

-
.

it was jobs that were non- professional.

But we don't have any of those people anymore. Sa, for perhaps the

first time in the history of this country, the public edification system Is

responsive to market forces, andrcan no longer count on a podl of talented

labor that is comi -- not on,the basis of market sensitivity -- but on

the basis of some completely-extraneous faator...'

How do we get teachers? You have no ,
plzoblemat all if you agree with

, 4..

qe National Education Associgeion's traditional position. They believe that
0:

,

,

.
.

,41* .

you don't test teachers.,-'
-

aoif you do test them, the test.doesn't coun
)

,
.

But it makes a truly big differenc0 if a math teacher doesn't know malr, or

an English teacher doesn't knoW English. We can't just pile, warm bodies

'into our clasSrooms with no sense of mastery of the.profesoion.
. .

I feel that there needs-to be some accountability. And Ithink that
, 11 -

r

part of the recent crisis is that the American people are also demanding
-

"accountability. People in this country are paying a lot for publc schools.
4

They're going to pay a lot more. And they have a right to get something

or for their money.

10

U.
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Florida, which has anentry-level exam, found that4ifteen or twenty

percent of the Prospective teachers could not pass a sixth grade arithmetic

I .r

test. That's great for the State Of Florida! They're getting some teachers

who can do the seyenth'grade'math instead of the sixth grade math. of_

.course, those who flunk the test move over to most of thetother states that

have no test-at'ali. So Florida has a slight advantage; the other states

get these applicants,:

So tiow are we going to get:talented teachers _during this deTographic

.
Change?. tione of the other reforms mean anything if we don't solve this

problem.brI started yith the notion that we have to,maintain a high standard

both through testing, and through some sort of an internship period which

will tell us whether the prospectiye teacher has the human qualities which

are necessary to succeed op the job. But the single most important factor

in attracting people who are coming out of college and who know their

math an ...their English and their scienqe.and theit foreign language -= is

. .

that someone from a school, district has to meet them the same day that some-

one froM IBM meets them and the same day that they're met by headhunters

from fifteen corporations. They have .to be -able to say,,"Come to this school

district; we will offer you a salary that's equal to or approximately the

same as ,all thoseothv salNry off re.",

Instead what we've sak0#to t
i'..=.$

-,-;
.-,

to pay you much now. We cant.tgi gyou101e $1.4,000 that IBM will giye you.

We're going to gibe you $12 06&'.7N4wlhise go' 4a merit:Pay plan in our state,
,

.

..

.,

and thirteen years from now if sOmebody ats,.4y re a great teacher, you'll
. -

,t1.

get a bonus." / 4,.. » .e.,

V

Live teacher. is, "' "We are not _going

11
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-Well, .i.I anybody ki8ws anyone in

layed gratification-s 'part of his or

our society who has

her make-up,'I'd like

0

that Sort ofi de-

to meet that.

person. We'd hire them if they're good, but they're not built that way any -

more. ao. the-,fitat thing is we've- got to be competitive.-

Y '. _

Second;.you're not going to get anyone,to teach in a classroom (who

wantsi.toteaCh math, or English,.dTsCience Or anything else), if they
w. .

-

are going to spend 20. or 30or 40 or 50 percent of theirtimewith some vi6-
? ....

,
...

.

. .

lent or disturbed or disruptive youngster. We must find some way of remov-
.

ing and giving help to those youpgsters.o have those special problems so

we, cati. say to- the math teacher, "You're going to teach-math." If a person

wants to be a psychiatrist, or a socia worket, or a jailor that's the field

he'll go into. A person who loved schdtil loved mathematics or English,

love& his or her teachers, doesn' ant tOgo into a place where they are,

going, to have a job that's totally different from what they envisioned. -So

tha's second, and very, very hj.gb:on the list.

.Third, the ttiiach will have to be'abIe to get satisfaction from teach-

ing the subject assigned. Imagine that I've got a masters degree in mathe-

..

iaties; and 'I'm willing to be a teacher. I love3athematics so much and

-4

I-think.dt's so important for young people to know What I know. But,: if

you -put me -into a high school as a mathematics teacher,.an tit me into a

1

room with a bunch of kids who are doing third grade remedial arithmetic b -

40
cause ;bey never learned it in elementary school, I can tell you that.even

-
.

a decent salary, I'm not going to stay there very long because
.eif you pay Ine

I.am not using the knowledge and skilld that. I' have acquired. - You're not

appealing to, Me 'in terms of job. satisfaction.' In a good many of oun, schools

12

vA
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z

we take- teachers who. are interested 3n science and math and English and

.
, . i

put,theW
.

with students who are so far behind that we discourage them-from
e .

..'dstaying. %, IN

Part, of being able to teach the*.subject has to do with -the conditions'

,,-41.Tork. Think of an English te.A'ther:.whOSees five classes a day and has

'30children in each class --:150 stuents. One of the things we find is
4,...

kids can't write. Why can't they write? Because they're'not asked. to 4o

every day. And doing it isn't enough. The teacher has to mark the papers.
.> .,,

..,

. k -

%The student has to know.this is right or,that is wrong. Writing is something
.4

that you can do well at only with practice.; Hot4 i. a teacher to.go home and

do ,a good job marking 150 papers? Can't do it We can enact,.all the legis-
.

lation we want. You will not get many Competent people to do this.--We'Ve

got to change the conditiOns fewer students, someone else marks theM, some

other system -- but we've got to find a way in'which teachers Can be satiS-

fled with their jobs.

One final point on the question of attracting teachers. The schools of

our country are among the last factories of,the.1920's that we have in the

United States. We read a lot of books about theory Z. We read a lot about

how Quality of Lire programs have been put into various auto plants and in-
,

stitutions throughout the country. We read about how companies care about

.what their.employees think. They listen to them, try to make them more

,~satisfied and happier so that they will be motivated. Yet;Ohat we have in

schools are institutions which in the 1920's were ataffed.by people who were

either high school graduates or one year training school graduates. They

were just a,qevel above the kids that they were teaching. And in each school

'there was a boss or foreman known as a principal,. He or she was the.one who.

13
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went to college. Much lower down were these teachers who were the workers

on the educational assembly line, and the boss told the workers what to dO.

Perfectly proper. That's the way our whole society was organized.

Well, today, most of our teachers are more educated in their own fields

than their principal.-- thepr'incipal can't be an expert in all fields.. As

a matter of fact, the principal may be an unsuccessful coach who had to be

made a principal so someone else could be moved in as a successful coach of

the team. I'm not saying that being a coach is a bad preparation for being

a principal in terms Of trying tq get teamwork in his schools. But we will

not have professionals of high quality'remain in an institution when someone.

in some other field, for whom they have no-great regard,.is going to sit in

the back of their room and,tell them how to teachj,mathematics''or English or

something else.

Those are the of the program.

Now I would lito conclude,' since I have quite a few members of the

press trapped here for a few minutes, by saying something that the most re-

cent Gallop Poll in education and all the reports -have said about tuition

tax credits.

It has a single issue constituency. There are lots of people, and cer-

tainly not a national majority, but a certain number people in the coun-

try whO say "I don't care how you vote as my Congressman on any other issue --

you could be great on tax policy. You:could be terrific on international

affairs. But-if you. :don't help Me pay-My kids'. tuition in school, I'm going

to vote against _you." WhilneVer you have a single constituency of that sort,

it is powerful. And this is an Administration that tends to organize single

constituencies on a whole bunch of issues.. This one is no exception.

14
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QUESTION & ANSWER SESSION

. Q. Few teacher stp.ikes have,b4en predicted for this school year. Do you

expect the situation to last? Why or why not?

A. We predicted that there would be fewer teacher strikes, and I predict

that this is a situation which will continue to exist. It's quite analogous

to the situation that exists in many of our'industries. And education is, in

a sense, an endangered industry. If you know that If you go out on strike it

may lead to increased support for tuition tax credits -- or that there's a,

great-deal of interest in your state in adding money and raising salaries and

improVIItwthe curriculum -- but if you go out on strike today, the public rela-
-

tions will be so bad that a lot of politicos will use that as an excuse not to

do anything to bring about improvements. These are all factors which teachers

andtheir leaders take into account. I think that you'll find that the handful

of strikes that have taken place across the country are almost exclusively de-.

Pensive strikes. That is,'they are not strikes where the teachers are trying

to make an awfully lot more. They are ones where management is taking this time

as an opportunity to try and take things away that teachers have had in the past.

Do you support the labor-management col4boration on teacher evaluation

in Toledo?

A. Toledo, for a number of years now, has had a rather unique arrangement

where the teachers' union runs dessentially uns the probationary perio.. It helps

to train the new teachers, and at the end of the period of time the union has

Agreed not to defend any teacher whois let go. It'S individuals'from the union

whop make the decision that some people should not. spend their careers in teach-7

ing; therefore, it would be difficult for the union both to dismiss that person

s

and at the same time to defend him. It's something that ought to be looked at.
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°I think itlan excellent program. i It has workell. very well 'there, and I think'

it would work very well elsewhere. I think that we are moving in thd direction

of greater peer responsibility in terms of teachers exercising some roles that

would be traditionally codsidered management roles. We have to be careful though,

because of the Yeshiva decision, that in being more cooperative with manage-

ment, we'don't end up with some legal decisions saying that therefore we've lost

our rights to collective bargaining,

Q. Dr, Ellis White, reknown psychologist at Columbia Teachers Cdilege,

has determined after years Of research . . I'm going to shorten this question

up a little . that there is no way to determine what makes a good teacher.

How does money, make a better teacher, and don't misunderstand me, Lwant more

money for teachers.

A. 14611, I don't think it's quite right to say that there's no way to

determine what makes a good teacher. I think what that person is,saying is that

you would probably have some disagreement-1f you are trying to find the best

teacher. You have different models of outstanding teachers. You have the

charismatic teacher. If you were lucky you had one or two of them when you

went to school,. Y u'know, the kind of teacher that you felt terrible if the

bell rang, or you might even have stayed after school, or yOu might have come

in on,Saturday -= somebody very Satisfying.

There'S another kind of great teacher -- somebody that you hated all

through the course, and a yearjaier you said, "Boy, she really gave me the

b
.

stuff that made me superior!" .one that might be rated pretv 10W on

first .look, but you have, to0.4dk again.
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Or

. '
First, if, you walk into the'room and you see the teacher doesn't know .

fhe subjetrthat he or, she is teaching, then that teacher is not only not out

.

standCinOr excellent, or gdod, but that tea her is incompetent and shouldn't

be lateacher. That removes "X" percentage alright. Then a teacher does know
1

hiyor.her subject matter but, you walk in year after year and the.kida are yell-

ingacreaming, jumping out the window, flying paper:airPlanes and everything

else. I think it's reasonable tb assume:that that teacher isn't getting

-
;through. .sp that's another group of people. Now, it is very hard to evaluate

andd p
, ! 4,1'..' 1 4

"ThiVraiRrSOn number one and number.two and number three," and to
.,..0:

,,4-
put"..them in_numtiO01..Order acCording't0 who is best and worst.

.:; '..:

It"s'ala6lque that different parents want different thing for their

. .

i, , 'Wt.. ',TheA"sthe hard-drivi gparent who wants a teacher who is going to

*I''..1,/.1:
:,

,

144ula'.the kOs and force them to do homework. There's the otherparent who
1 0 ,!' .,i,,

,-ftels, "pee, My kid is very fragile; my kid might just crack under, this thing;
1.' i ... .

..J,.
A1H I. don't Wslit 4 Xegollet who is going to be strident; my kid heeds a teacher who

itiliff but Is warm and'loviag_and provided protection." There are

liNiggyouneed for your own children, at different times. That

at.tnere'aren't outstanding people. That doesn't mean that there.

ent people. If you try to number them from 1 to 1,000 you're

oing to do 'a very good job. If you try to divide them into top half and

bottom half, you'll
o
4o a better job. You'llAjust make 'some mistakes on the

'borderline. .

I'll'say one thing, I think that this nation that you can't really '

evgluate teachers haa/been pushed a little too far, If you want to say you

can't dc:cit perfectly, I agree. But if any teacher or other organization

thinks that.the best way to defend teachers and protect teachers is to go out
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and tell the public that we really don't know anything about what's good and

. what's bad, well, 'if we don't know anythini about what's good and What's bad,
-v.

why. should I be a teacher? Why shouldn't the man,in the street walk in, punch

me in the nose and say, "Hey, if you don't know what maces a good teacher, I.

think I'm a better teachetthan you area Out, I'll take over." If we give

certificates to some people and say they have a right to teach -- and we don't

_give it tq other people -- then we had better statd up and say we know some-
,

thing about why some people ate allowed to teach and why other "people aren't

allowed. So those who think that they're really proiedting andefending .the

profession. by claiming that we're totally ignoran4aren't very smart.

Q. Wouldn't you be able to do more for education if your union worked more
A

closely with the other major teachers group, the NEA? What are the prospects

for reducing AFT/NEA conflict, or is ,that not at important- goal?

A. I think that's, a very important goal. think the two organizations

should merge and have one organization, and, settle all these differences inbide

through the democratic means that organizations of this sort have. Let the

members or the conventions vote on it. I would be glad to put our, differences

out to a referendum of all the teachers in the country -- that is, whether

teachers should be tested before they come in, whether tests should count,

whether students should be tested, whether we should have strong disciplinary

procedures, curriculum. All these differences we have with the NEA., and I

have no fears as to hoW a vote would come Teachers became teachers be-

,cause those are the things that they believed in. But I don't think tAik working

with the NEA is always in the best interest of the teachers or of education

in the country. It's not in the best interest of eduCation when the NEA is

wrong, and they have been wrong on testing,t7acheri3. .They're still wrong on .
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They now say it's O.K. to test teach.dbefore they cothe in the field as:long
.

.

_

as the test doesn't count.. That is, if the teacher has other wonderful attri

,,

butes, the fact that the math teacher flunks ihe,math test shouldn't disqualify

the math teacher. They now say that they're in favor of standardized tests for

students. But theyregoing to go into every state to support a truth in test-

in g law which means that yp have to publish all the standardized tests which

,unstandardizes them. You would have to make up a-brand new test every time:.

If you're not giving the:same test, yod canrCtell whether students are doing

better or, worse year after Year.
6

So, I fvor a merger of the two organizations. frthink it would end a

lot of the wasteful. conflict. think we could resolve our di putes through

democratic process of voting within the orgadizn AFT would win

011 ME,,,L 'he issues.
,

If_ we lose, I would accept the judgement of the voters:

I'd have to in a system of that sort.

However, I.do not believe that it'S always in the interests of teachers

or education for both groups to work together, where two groups haVe'differing

opinions. Sometimes I think that one of the best things that happened to Amer-
.

ican education during this period is that there were two teacher organizations.

. s .
.

Just think; suppose that all of America's teachers -during the past four months.
, --.

had been represented by an organization that doeSn't want to-remove violent kids
- ,

from the classroom, and that thinks standards don't mean, anything. Suppose

that the American public believed that all'the teachers were in one organize-
_

tion, that two or three million.people in the most parderful, biggest organiza-

. . .

tion in this country took the Anti-education, antirintellectual positions of

the NE// If that had happened during this period of time, I think the chances

19
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'of having' major businessmen:and. governors support improvements and greater

funding. for public education-would be almost zero. I think that we have a

A.
greater chance of improvement because they know that there are some teachers

ti

and at least one teecher organization willing to work with them. AFT has

earned this support because we believe in standards.
4-

I'll go a step further: the NEA is moving to change it's position and
a--

it will ultimately be forced to change it's pesition. It's position will be-

come our positifin because of the pressure which....4 were able to exert on it

externally. If we hadn't been around to dpftthat, I think the \mercan educators

would have been really stuck with a bunch of in-de

very long period of time.

nwible positions for a very,

The same thing is true in our differences on bilingual education.

They have favored ,the program of maintaining the original language of the

student; and we favor a.rapid transition. The purpose of bilingual education

must be to teach the child to functioniin the English language as quickly as

possible.

Q. A two-part question. Should colleges abolish courses in education?

How do you feel about there being a national proficiency exam for all teachers

at.the entry level?

A. I don't mind the idea of a national proficiency exam in education at

all levels. It's not a bad idea. States or local school districts could come

up with something better Or something-that met Aimilar standards, but there

would still be a need for a national model. There was an attempt to do that

with the National Teachers Exam but it didn't quite work out.

20.
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last 20 or 30 years we went too far in the direction of edupation.cOurses

Should the coliegeslabolish courses in. educat ? Well over the

and away from subject matter. There is no question about that. A person

could be.a teacher, take.36, or 40, or 50,, or 60 education credits, and.no

know English or mathematics,or not-know how to write. Educators some ye

ago-pit over the idea that you don't tench Laglish, ou Leach children.

that's just silly. You teach children what? Of course, that question does

add one factor -- that is that.it is possible for'one to be a brilliant mathe-'

mortician or scholar in English and still hate to work with children, or not be

able to recognize a child who needs some special help. I think that the pres-

ent tendency to put a much greater emphasis on subject matter and to make sub-
_

ject matter competency a necessary condition for teaching is good. But it is

not a sufficient condition' in itself. If you.want to be a teacher you ought

to know something about your profession. You ought to be able to read articles

dealing with research so that over the, years you can, find out whether something

is bettei or worse. And you ought to be able to recognize a thfld who needs

some special help. I don't think we need 36, or 60, or 90, or 100 credits

in education. It could probably be done with a much smaller number.

if I had to choose between the two, that We. haVe-people that take only educa-

tion courses pr only subject matter, I would choose only.subject matter. 'But

fortunately we don't need the extreme. You can have a better balance.

Q. Do you expect the Administration to,offer its,own,educational improve-

ment bill, and if so, what will; be in it?

A. The AdministratIon.really hasn't asked me to write its legislation.

I'd be happy to do so. Not.because I,want to See-the:P.reSident re- elected,`,.

but it's my business to represent my members and .do what I can .off' public
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D

edubation.We,deal With anyone in public office whether we love them or. not.

If we,had to dearnnly with people that we really loved, we wouldn't have

.very much work to do. But, I think that the Administration will have to 'cote
,

`Up with something. They already have a math-science program, but the proposal
- .

. ,. .

ishot as good as some of the proposals cdming out of Congress. I really

dbn't know what istJapuld be.

I offered a proposal to the President about a week agw.,. I think that

an item that would not necessarily be a huge expense but which, would have very

great impact would be for the federal,government to design a program very much

like the. ROTC. Our problem is how to get the best and the brightest to come

into teaching. The best and the brightest, even after we raise salariesto

: $1 ,000, are going to be offered more than that. The best and the.hrightest

4

may n t want to stay for an entire life,time. I'wOuld gueps that'a program

in which the Administration} says that it would pay for the college education

of youngsters who are in the top, let's say, 25 percent in SAT's (or some

other national quality standard) wouldhave their - college education paid for

if they would agree .to teach ,for, let's say, a period of five year's. That'

quite an inducement, Having five years of teaching under your belt would not

hurt you with either IBM or a law firm or anybody else.' There are a lot of

,teachers-who stay for a shoit time, and that experience is generally'counted

by bu"sinespes anc: business communities: as a plus. It helps you pay it off

and would bring people into education.- It would really mean that the schools

fl

would have several groups of people. One group would be a hermit core. that

would stay on. But there would be a group that would come in for periods.of

five years. I %could think that would have a substantial amount of pay-off.
Iv

- .

I dbn't know whether. that's under'real consideration by the Administration

or not.

.
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Q. You mentioned the impact of proposed cuts in-education and listed

some figures. But on the student level, just what is, that impact going to

mean?

A.. You have the number in front of you and I don't. .We've said it takes

a certain amount of money to cover a child in Chapter I. By keeping dollars

where they are, or even by increasing them slightly becaube of inflation and

other factors, the numbers of children have been reduced. We have it broken

down into congressional districts. We've got it broken down into cities.

We've got it broken down by states. The laSt time I saw the figure was about

a week ago but it's over a million younggters that have been removed as tar-

geted. I want to reiterate that this, is a program that works. There are

hundreds of thousands of youngsters who have graduated, from high-school, who

have jobs, who have gone on to college, who never would have had they not re-

ceived the special help that ,they got fromthese programs. The statistics

are very good for these are cost effective programs. You help a child in

school for a certfin number of years, then they're able to proceed on their

education rather than having'to deal with various transfer payments for

the rest of their lives. I really do not understand why any Administration

that's concerned with cost cutting items would cut something which is rela-

tively inexpensive, and assures the intellectual healt*Of a youngster, rather

than end up with perpetual programs where you have'to support that person

throughout life.

Q. Mr. Shanker, we-have one more question for you.: But,before.weget

to that5I'd like to present you with a certificate of appreciation from the

National Preths Club for being with us, and a Press Club jacket. And since

you were brave enough to come through our:construction outside, I don't think
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you shOuld leave without ayress Club hard hat,

a f

''Shanker. Tloes.it have a union label on-it?

'.A: It's union help, you can bet on that.

. Andkthelast question says that if the terms are not mutually exclu
.

sive,, Would You rather be known as an intellectual,an educator or a labor

leader?

A. Well, clearly.they're not mutually exclusive! We have quite a tra-
- t

cation in the labor movement. I think that the problem frequently is that

leaders of teacherS would dike to separate' and education from ell
{'

the other areas and concerns. That includes on the one hand, the world 'of

. -
Ideas and, on the other hand the world of work. One of the_reasons that the

American Federation of Teachers is strongly opposed to the creation of a

separate education department is because we felt that lastthingin the

N
i4 -

'world teachers needed was to be isolated from everyone lse. They were al -.

ready isolated enough -- locked up for their whole lives with a group. of

Childreh and other teachers. I think that there's not only not a divisjon,

but there shouldn't be, and that's one of the things that's tended, to be wrong

in education in the past. People in education have not seen a relationship.

One of the very good things about this whole reform movement is it's bringing;

together a lot of people who were not brought together before. The people

from the world of ideas, people from the business world,. people who are en-

gaged in teaching and educational administration, and people in labor unions
,7

are getting together and seeing things about the same way on educational

ti

issues. Very optimistic.

Thank you, Mr. Shanker. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
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